Overview of WaivLength
WaivLength is a med-tech provider targeting the health, wellbeing and
cosmetic markets supplying multifunctional devices which combine the use of
magnetotherapy, ultrasound, phototherapy, and TENS to treat and combat a
wide variety of health and cosmetic conditions. WaivLength devices use an
innovative technology that applies these therapies simultaneously in
synchronised pulses to create a synergistic effect that can achieve benefits
greater than the sum of their parts.
We offer devices to help people with complications from Diabetes, any forms of
Arthritis, Osteoporosis and many other chronic and degenerative conditions
effecting people’s quality of life and leading to living a life filled with pain.
Our devices can also help people recover from a break, injury or surgery and
do so better and quicker, they can help a professional athlete recover faster so
they’re back on form for their next big game, in the same way they can help a
tennis fan recover from tennis elbow so they don’t miss a planned game at
their local amateur tennis club.

WaivLength Wellbeing and Your Business
WaivLength Wellbeing devices can become for a wide variety of
business including:
Clinicians, Therapists Gyms, Sports and Health Clubs and also
Care homes, if your business has a focus on helping people
improve their overall wellbeing then WaivLength can become
an essential partner and tool in your business offering.
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DEVICES

Sonimed is a complete and effective system for simultaneously offering both
high and low frequency magnetotherapy, both infrared and blue light
phototherapy, and utilising ultrasound therapies to achieve a wide range of
Wellbeing results throughout the entire body. The system has 2 adapter sockets
one Ultrasound and one Magnetic Light features a wide variety of Ultrasound,
Magnetotherapy and Phototherapy programs allowing the therapist to choose
which one best suited for the patient or simply tailer the outputs specific to the
exact need.
Soniclife is one of the latest additions to WaivLength’s range devices, taking the
completeness of our therapy to the next level with the addition of TENS
(transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation). This device specifically targets
the hands, wrists and lower arms, applying Magnetotherapy in conjunction with
blue and red-light phototherapy and ultrasound therapy, with the optional
addition of TENS but with the Wellbeing package you also receive a package of
attachments of specialised adapters such as magnetic light diffusers and
ultrasound emitters which can be used for wellbeing and beauty treatments on
all parts of the body. Unlike Sonimed which has a wide variety of preprogramed
options with Soniclife the therapist manually adjusts the output of the device to
tailor to individual treatment needs.
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Both offer a wide range of optional extras for the application of high frequency
(HF) magnetotherapy to specific parts of the body, including vests, leg pads,
arm pads, neck bands, face bands, shoulder and knee bands, and even
mattress covers so patients can have the benefits of HF pulsed magnetic fields
applied to the entire body whilst they sleep.
WaivLength Wellbeing devices Soniclife and Sonimed are both complete and
effective systems for simultaneously offering both high and low frequency
magnetotherapy, both infrared and blue light phototherapy, and utilising
ultrasound therapies for the treatment of a wide range of cosmetic and
general wellbeing conditions. All of these treatments can be pulsed and even
using a synchronistical pulse to maximise the results it delivers. Both systems
offer:
Professional grade Phototherapy capable of delivering infrared and blue
light programs the parameters of which are adjustable so as to be
tailored by a dermatologist or therapist who specialises in offering
phototherapy in order to fine tune the treatment.

Professional grade Magnotherapy offering not only low frequency but
also high frequency magnotherapy whose treatments too can be tailored
by the therapist.

Professional grade Ultrasound that can be targeted towards a wide range
of beauty and wellbeing goals.
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Soniclife also has the ability to deliver TENS to the hands which provides and
electromassage that helps stimulate blood flow easing any discomfort felt in
the arms and providing a vibrant refreshing effect whist supporting the impact
of the overall treatment.
Most Importantly this combination of therapies and the synergy this delivers is
unique to the market, meaning you can be sure you’re offering your customers
a service and treatment the likes of which is unparalleled.
We also offer a wide range of optional extras for the application of high
frequency (HF) magnetotherapy to specific parts of the body, including vests,
leg pads, arm pads, neck bands, face bands, shoulder and knee bands, and
even mattress covers so that customers can have the benefits of HF pulsed
magnetic fields applied to the entire body whilst receiving their targeted
treatment.
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Wellbeing and WaivLength
How we can help with a broad range of conditions and what sets
our devices apart
Ultrasound therapy can be useful in repairing cartilage damage caused by
arthritis. A study found that ultrasound therapy allows oxygen to be delivered to
the injured tissue of the joints facilitating tissue repair and reversing damage to
cartilage caused by arthritis.
Additionally, Ultrasound enhances blood flow to deep tissues. Ultrasound can
help decrease the pain, inflammation, stiffness, and muscle spasms
associated with diabetes and a variety of chronic conditions.
Through the improvement of osteogenesis Magnetotherapy can help treat
Charcot’s foot and osteoporosis and with the elimination of muscle spasm it
helps ease the symptoms associated with degenerative nerve diseases,
diabetes and fibromyalgia.
Phototherapy is an effective tool used in the treatment of arthritic conditions in
part due to its ability to stimulate new blood vessels to form, which doctors call
angiogenesis. As a result, red light is an effective treatment for: osteoarthritis
and rheumatoid arthritis and osteoporosis.

Figure 1 - Ultrasound therapy
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WaivLength Wellbeing devices combine Magnetotherapy, Phototherapy and
Ultrasound and in the case of Soniclife also TENS to allow therapists to provide
treatment that relieves pain and discomfort as well as speeding up and
improving the healing of all layers of injury from skin to soft tissue and
ligaments and of course nerves and bones. This treatment also helps the body
to build new tissue and ensure the proper alignment of the tissue fibres so that
full strength and flexibility are restored.
Effects to the body include:
Analgesic
Myorelaxant
Anti-swelling
Improved circulation
Tissue Regeneration
Detoxification
This ability to offer relief from pain, improved mobility and its ability to
encourage a return to normal function at a cellular level make it a great tool in
virtually any and conditions of the locomotor apparatus including:
Osteoarthritis
Tendonitis and Tenosynovitis
Bursitis
Recovery from Surgery and Injury
Myalgia
Sports Recovery
Broken and Fractured Bones
Menstrual Cramps
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OSTEOARTHRITIS
As you can see from how the individual modalities of therapy effect our bodies
in particular their ability to reduce and even reverse the effects of arthritis
make Sonimed and Soniclife a powerful tool in the treatment of arthritis of all
sort. typical of advanced age. This disorder is caused by a degenerative
process that first affects cartilage and then modifies bone structures. The
condition is aggravated by the thinning of the adipose tissues beneath the
sole, which are no longer able to absorb the stresses of walking and support
body weight. Even though this is a degenerative disorder, its effects can be
mitigated depending on where the disease is affecting through different
techniques. Sonimed and Soniclife enables a better quality of life as it not only
reduces the pain and discomfort caused by this condition but it can enable a
greater range of mobility.

TENDONITIS & TENOSYNOVITIS

.

When a tendon is inflamed, it can cause swelling, pain, and discomfort. Another
problem called tenosynovitis is linked to tendonitis. This is the inflammation of
the lining of the tendon sheath around a tendon but can also involve
inflammation of the tendon itself.
The cause of tendonitis and tenosynovitis is often not known. They may be
caused by strain, overuse, injury, or too much exercise. Tendonitis may also be
related to a disease such as diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, or infection.
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Types of Tendonitis and Tenosynovitis
Common types of these tendon problems include:
Tennis Elbow. It causes pain in the backside of the elbow and forearm,
along the thumb side when the arm is alongside the body with the thumb
turned away.
Golfer’s Elbow. It causes pain from the elbow to the wrist on the palm side
of the forearm. The pain is caused by damage to the tendons that bend the
wrist toward the palm.
Rotator cuff tendonitis. This is also known as biceps tendonitis. It’s a
shoulder disorder. It causes inflammation of the shoulder capsule and
related tendons.
DeQuervain's Syndrome. This is the most common type of tenosynovitis
disorder. It causes swelling in the tendon sheath of the tendons of the
thumb.
Trigger finger. The tendon sheath becomes inflamed and thickened. This
makes it hard to extend or flex the finger or thumb. The finger or thumb may
lock or "trigger" suddenly.
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Soniclife has programmes for DeQuervain’s Syndrome and Trigger Finger and
can be tailored to treat all the listed types of tenonitis and Tenosynovitis as it
can be used to treat virtually any and all form of Tendonitis. Sonimed has many
pre-programed of treatments for specific forms of tendonitis but as with
Soniclife will treat Tendonitis throughout the Locomotor Apparatus.
The anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects of the therapeutics compound to
provide a powerful relief from the discomfort these conditions can cause, in the
case of Soniclife this can be increased with the inclusion of TENS, and both
machines ability to provide tissue regeneration and improved blood circulation
allow the body to recover and get back to normal as quickly as possible.

BURSITIS
Bursitis is inflammation of a bursa. A bursa is a closed, fluid-filled sac that
works as a cushion and gliding surface to reduce friction between tissues of
the body. The major bursae (this is the plural of bursa) are located next to the
tendons near the large joints, such as in the shoulders, elbows, hips, and knees.

HIP BURSITIS

KNEE BURSITIS

HEEL BURSITIS

SHOULDER BURSITIS

ELBOW BURSITIS

Figure 2 - Common types of Bursitis

Sonimed and Soniclife relieves Bursitis of all types as it helps ease bursitis
through its ability to encourage vasodilation, its analgesic effect, antiinflammatory effect, acceleration of healing, and antioedematous effect.
Sonimed and Soniclife increase’s the oxygen release of erythrocytes and
provides oxygenation of the tissues. This causes a decrease in toxins in the
damaged area, an increase in vital nutrients and endorphins. With this
physiological change, Sonimed and Soniclife decreases the pain receptor
sensitivity that sends a message to the brain. With this treatment method, pain
reduction is achieved, while joint mobility increases.
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Recovery from Surgery and Injury
When tissue is exposed to Sonimed and Soniclife’s ultrasound, the sound waves
cause a micro-vibration within the tissue. This vibration creates heat energy
that increases blood flow to the area, causing an increase in oxygen and
chemicals that are essential for healing the damaged tissue. As well as
increasing blood flow, ultrasound speeds up the transport of chemicals from
the blood into the damaged tissue to promote healing. This process helps to
build new tissue and ensure the proper alignment of the tissue fibres so that full
strength and flexibility are restored. Magnetotherapy is found to accelerate
calcification in bone fractures, accelerate the healing of wounds and sores and
cure all inflammatory states primarily related to the inflammatory and repair
phases in soft tissue injury with this effect being similar to ultrasound and
phototherapy, as demonstrated when looking at some of the benefits of
phototherapy being its ability to heal soft tissue and sports injuries such as
muscle strains and ligament strains, improve tissue repair and wound healing
such as burns and ulcers, and the regeneration of nerves.
Both Soniclife and Sonimed can be used to aid and speed up the natural
healing process, magnetic light programs when incorporated into a recovery
plan help to encourage your blood to flow and your wounds to heal, and will
help build up strength in your muscles.
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Distortions, Breaks and Osteoporosis
Using a combination of both high and low magnetotherapy help improve
circulation and increase blood flow, and help deliver nutrients to fractures and
breaks increasing the body’s ability to heal bones. Furthermore, research has
shown that PEMFS are able to enhance the growth of osteoblasts, which help
strengthen bones and inhibit osteoclasts that destroy bone which will further
aid in bone healing and also can be used in the treatment of Osteoporosis.

Figure 3 - Healing of fractured bone

Inflammatory Conditions
The Anti-Inflammatory effect of the Magnetic Light programs of Sonimed and
Soniclife can help alleviate conditions including Asthma, Tonsilitis, Otitis,
Ginigivits and Rhinisitis and Phlebitis allowing you to help a wide variety of
customers that other devices will not be able to treat.
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Sports Recovery
Whether in a gym, sports club or other setting working out is an important part
of many peoples’ lives and businesses. Using Magnetic Light programs can
help people get the most out of their work outs and increase the speed of our
bodies abilities to recover from working out, causing blood to flow to our
muscles and helping restore normal cellular activity means your customers
can push harder, faster and for longer when working out.
Most people have those days when their muscles feel tight and sore. Sonimed
and Soniclife can help relax these muscles by massaging deep inside the
tissues, warming up the affected area and increasing blood circulation,
meaning you can go harder at the gym, more frequently.
Whilst working out and competing in sports two things can occur within our
muscles:
Firstly they can become torn and damaged. If muscles are not allowed to
rest, larger wounds in the muscle may occur resulting in missed training
time, decreased vitality, and reduction in performance.
Secondly, waste products that lead to a decrease in the supply of oxygen
and nutrition to the cells accumulate in the muscle tissue. This also leads to
a breakdown in training and performance.
Using Waivlength devices can improve blood circulation and the regeneration
of tissues that can aid in healing and stimulation of the metabolism that in turn
can lead to the faster removal of waste and an improvement in the supply of
oxygen and nutrients to cells. This regenerative effect can lead to safer, quicker
recovery after training or competition and increased performance during
training and competition.
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MENSTRUAL CRAMPS
Our bodies are amazing machines capable of incredible feats, sometimes
those feats come at a price, and sometimes our bodies need a little help.
Thankfully today subjects that once were taboo to discuss are becoming
normalised in conversation, an example of this is a Woman’s monthly cycle
and the uncomfortable side effects such as:

Cramps
Back pain
Acne breakouts

Soniclife or Sonimed can help ease this discomfort. Simply use a universal
magnetic light therapy program or even better combine this with a high
frequency Magnetotherapy program to help alleviate the discomfort of period
cramps because of its:

Analgesic
Anti-inflammatory
Vasodilatation
Anti-oedematous activity

Without an adverse reaction and accompanied by an increase in the threshold
of pain sensitivity and activation of the anticoagulation system make Sonimed
and Soniclife powerful tools in helping to ease the discomfort and symptoms
associated with a monthly cycle.
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Magnetotherapy
Soniclife

and

Sonimed

and

How Sonimed and Soniclife’s frequency range differentiates it
from all but the most expensive magnotherapy devices on the
market
Magnotherapy (or magnetotherapy) is a form of physiotherapy that uses
electromagnetic energy. Our devices are uncommon in that they offer high
frequency magnetotherapy in addition to Low Frequency. HF magnetotherapy
is significantly more complex and costlier to achieve compared to LF therapies,
and it is more difficult to find these appliances on the market or even in
specialized centres, and they are usually very much more expensive than LF
devices.
The Magnetotherapy programs promote tissue regeneration and stimulates
natural organic defences. It is believed magnotherapy produces its therapeutic
effects by re-establishing order in a sector that is presumably in magnetic
disorder.
As the energy inside cells starts to decline, the body feels the consequences in
the form of inflammatory processes and bone and joint pains, backache or
wounds that fail to heal. The purpose of magnetotherapy is, therefore, to
recharge and regenerate cells lacking in vital energy. These impulses improve
blood circulation and can stimulate the production of endorphins by the
autonomic system, with a consequent reduction in pain associated with
various pathogenic states and an effective anti-inflammatory action.
Magnetotherapy can be useful in
treating a wide variety of conditions
including for Arthritis Osteoporosis,
Sciatica, Arthritis, Tendonitis, localised
and generalised pain and any
inflammatory disorders. We also use
it to assist with overall wellbeing and
wellness, helping with any aches,
pains,
stress
and
cosmetic
conditions. It helps to promote
harmony and balance for overall
internal rejuvenation and optimal
health.
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The application of magnetic fields as a therapeutic has been officially
recognized in the medical field only in the few last decades, but the study and
observation of the relationship between magnetic fields and living organisms
began towards the end of the fifteen hundreds.
Through use of electronic microscopes, it was discovered that electromagnetic
impulses are able to excite cells with the consequence of determining a rapid
regeneration action of bone and skin tissues, and also significantly increase
the body's immune defences.

Mechanism of action
Vasodilation Effect
Magnotherapy works against erythrocyte rouleaux (the stacking of red blood
cells, which transfer oxygen in the blood). Our pulse magnetic fields can
improve the blood’s ability to become oxygenated and subsequently transfer
this oxygen to tissues. This, in turn, helps to remove toxins and metabolites from
tissues faster. Vasodilation can help: With problems such as limb ischemia,
improve oxygen supply with conditions such as diabetic foot syndrome,
improve metabolic turnover with polyneuropathy, and stabilise blood pressure.
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Detoxification (cleansing) effect
Magnotherapy can be used to
effectively
target
internal
inflammation because of the way it
passes evenly through tissue. By
sending a weak electric current
through the cells, magnetotherapy
can improve metabolism, blood
supply and cell oxygenation — all of
which are vital for cleansing the
body. detoxification effect can:
Suppress
complications
from
conditions such as mononucleosis,
promote liver regeneration, help with
migraines, and helps create an antioedematous (anti-swelling) effect
which can also help counteract
blood stream insufficiency.

Figure 4 - Blood supply improvement

Rejuvenating and Regenerative Effect
The magnotherapy Sonimed and Soniclife offers significantly accelerates
healing and activates the production of new collagen. Better blood perfusion
and higher oxygen saturation also promotes rejuvenation in all tissues.
Promoting healing.

High Frequency Magnetotherapy - Another Unique Selling Point of
WaivLength Devices
High Frequency Magnetotherapy is particularly effective at promoting tissue
repair processes and stimulating the natural organic defenses. The purpose of
high-frequency pulsed magnetic fields is to recharge and regenerate cells
lacking in vital energy. The high-frequency pulsed magnetic fields applied with
this appliance are particularly effective in combating tissue aging through its
action on collagen; vasodilatation; the improvement of skin and connective
tissue metabolism resulting in Liporeduction, reduced cell aging and the
breakdown of cellulite and drainage of toxins through the lymphatic system.
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Phototherapy and Sonimed and Soniclife
How it uses a combination of Blue and Infrared Light to maximise
its therapeutic and cosmetic impact
Sonimed and Soniclife uses selective non-coherent light produced by LEDs.
capable of interacting with pathological tissues on several levels.
When used with infrareds, blue light has proved extremely effective in the
treatment of moderate forms of acne and against skin aging, to accelerate the
post-surgical healing of wounds, after peeling treatments and laser surgery
and in the treatment of skin ulcers. WaivLength’s combination of
phototherapies exploits the ability of infrared light to improve tissue
metabolism and that of blue light to bind the bacteria that cause acne and
other skin conditions.
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Benefits
Blue light offered by Sonimed and Soniclife can also be used to promote
wound healing processes and create effective biostimulation on moderate
acne and skin ageing, as it determines a local photo-stimulating reaction that
produces free radicals which destroy bacteria in the pilosebaceous follicles
without damaging healthy surrounding cells.
Sonimed and Soniclife Infrared therapy has many roles in the human body —
from detoxification and skin purification to pain relief, improved circulation and
lowering blood pressure. It is a safe and effective remedy for pain and
inflammation and can be used to treat various conditions.
One of the key health benefits of our infrared therapy is improvement in
cardiovascular health, which is achieved by increasing the production of nitric
oxide. This molecule is crucial for blood circulation and can prevent blood from
clotting and clumping in the vessels. In addition to these benefits, infrared light
can also help to regulate blood pressure and combat free radicals to prevent
oxidative stress.
By increasing blood flow to the different parts of the body, infrared light can
help oxygen and nutrients to reach the cells, enabling them to function better.
Infrared therapy also triggers the growth and repair of new tissues by
improving the action of the mitochondria within cells. As a result, Sonimed and
Soniclife phototherapy is frequently used to stimulate the regeneration and
repair of injured tissues and reduce pain and inflammation.
Angiogenesis, the process of generating new blood vessels, is affected by
various physiological and pathological conditions of skin. With aging,
cutaneous blood vessels undergo pronounced alterations and there is a
reduction of the cutaneous microvasculature. Phototherapy is an effective tool
used in the treatment of many conditions and recovery from injury in part due
to its ability to stimulate new blood vessels to form.
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Sonimed and Soniclife’s Uniquely Tailored
set of Ultrasound Programs
Application
An ultrasound therapy appliance consists primarily of an alternated current
generator (typically 1 MHz and/or 3 MHz with Sonimed and Soniclife able to
deliver both) that uses a cable to power an emitting treatment head in which a
transducer (a piezoelectric disc or quartz lamina) is inserted. This transducer
converts electrical energy into mechanical energy in the form of acoustic
vibrations, which are then transmitted to tissues.
Ultrasound therapy can be administered in two different ways — either by
direct contact (using a mobile or fixed head) or by immersion in water and
Sonimed and Soniclife is capable of delivering Ultrasound by either method as
desired.

Benefits
Sonimed and Soniclife’s Ultrasound function can be used to treat all
pathologies of the locomotor apparatus (skeleton, muscles, cartilage, tendons,
ligaments, joints and other connective tissue) in which an analgesic effect is
desired, such as sciatica and neuritis.
Furthermore, ultrasound can assist phonophoresis. This treatment is a noninvasive way of administering medications to tissues below the skin — useful
for patients uncomfortable with needles. With this technique, the ultrasonic
energy forces the drug through the skin.

Mechanism of Action
The interaction of ultrasounds with biological tissues produces four different
effects: mechanical, thermal, chemical and cavitational.
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Mechanical Effects
The mechanical action (also called ‘acoustic streaming’) is described as a
small-scale eddying of fluids near a vibrating structure, such as cell
membranes, and the surface of a stable cavitation gas bubble. This effect is
caused by the movement of tissue particles when crossed by the ultrasonic
wave. The variations in pressure that are produced can determine the
movement of liquids in the presence of a lack of homogeneity (microcurrents),
an increase in membrane permeability and the breakup of tissues due to the
separation of collagen fibres.
Although particle movement caused by Sonimed and Soniclife Ultrasound may
seem minimal, the variations in pressure it produces are considerable,
generating a significant mechanical effect in tissues.
The mechanical modifications induced by ultrasounds determine:
Acceleration of the processes of diffusion through cell membranes.
Fission of complex molecules (proteins, polysaccharides, etc).
Tissue micro-massage

Thermal Effects
Deep heating can be used to increase the ‘stretchiness’ of muscles and
tendons that may be tight.
The passage of Sonimed and Soniclife’s ultrasounds through ‘soft’ tissues
causes an increase in temperature due to absorption linked with viscosity,
absorption due to thermal conductivity and chemical absorption.
Sonimed and Soniclife Ultrasound can be used to selectively raise the
temperature of particular tissues. This form of treatment is particularly effective
in heating the dense collagenous tissues (ligament, tendon and fascia) and
will require a relatively high intensity. Where a heating effect is not desirable,
such as a fresh injury with acute inflammation, the ultrasound can be pulsed at
a lower rate.
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Chemical Effect
Through the passage of Sonimed and Soniclife’s ultrasonic waves, tissue
particles are subjected to considerable forces of acceleration and vibration.
This process leads to modifications to local pH, the permeability of cell
membranes and molecular changes — known as the ‘chemical effect’.

Cavitational Effect
Ultrasound emitted by Sonimed and Soniclife introduces energy into the body,
causing microscopic gas bubbles around the tissues to expand and contract
rapidly. This process is called cavitation, and it is theorised that the expansion
and contraction of these bubbles help to speed up cellular processes and
improve the healing of injured tissue.
Through our ultrasound therapy, cavitation generates small dissolved gas
bubbles in a fluid, with a subsequent increase in the size of bubbles and their
possible explosion. From a histological point of view, this results in irregular cell
destruction with a petechial-type haemorrhage. At therapeutic dosage levels,
destructive reactions such as haemolysis would only occur in the presence of
low cell concentration and low viscosity of the medium, such as in the eye and
the uterus.
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When combined with acoustic streaming (the mechanical effect of ultrasound
therapy), stable cavitation can cause the cell membrane to become ‘excited’
and boost cell activity levels. Although the ultrasound energy triggers this
process, increased cellular activity is responsible for the therapeutic benefits
provided here by Sonimed and Soniclife.

The stages of Tissue Repair
Repair Phases
The application of ultrasound during the inflammatory, proliferative and repair
phases is valuable not because it changes the normal sequence of events, but
because it has the capacity to stimulate or enhance these normal events —
thus, increasing the efficiency of the repair phases. For example, if the tissue is
repairing in a compromised or inhibited fashion, ultrasound therapy can
enhance this activity. Equally, if the tissue is healing ‘normally’, the application
of ultrasound can speed up the process.

Inflammation
Sonimed and Soniclife’s Ultrasound output has a stimulating effect on the mast
cells, platelets, white cells with phagocytic roles and the macrophage during
the inflammatory phase, this mode of action is intended to act as an
‘inflammatory optimiser’ — aiding the inflammatory response which is essential
for effective tissue repair. The more efficiently this inflammation process is
completed, the more effectively the tissue can progress to the next phase
(proliferation).

Proliferation
Likewise, our Ultrasound therapy creates a stimulative effect during the
proliferative phase, targeting fibroblasts, endothelial cells and myofibroblasts
(the cells that are normally active during scar production). In much the same
way treatment is used in the inflammation phase, ultrasound maximises the
efficiency of scar production rather than changing it. In this sense, ultrasound
therapy can be considered pro-proliferative.
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Remodelling
The remodelling process can last for a year or more and is an essential part of
quality repair. During this phase, the more generic scar tissue produced in the
initial healing stages is refined to behave more like the tissue it is repairing. This
is primarily achieved by the orientation of the collagen fibres in the developing
scar. By influencing collagen fibre orientation, Sonimed and Soniclife can be
used to enhance the functional capacity of the scar tissues. As a result, the
scar tissue will benefit from increased strength and mobility.

Synergy
How WaivLength’s different Modalities work together to enhance
your therapeutic Results
Our devices are uniquely positioned to offer a combination of Ultrasound,
photo, and magnetotherapy, meaning that they maximise on the combined
effects of the individual treatments and are capable of treating down through
the different tissues they are applied upon for maximum effect on different
tissues as each modality is used to maximum effect on the tissues which best
absorb it.
Although the effects of Ultrasound, Magnetotherapy and phototherapy in some
aspects are very similar in the benefits they deliver, each form of therapy is
best absorbed by different tissue types, which is one of the reason the
combination of therapies is so effective at treating such a wide variety of
conditions and so efficient at treating these conditions; with Ultrasound being
most effective when used on a collagen based tissue such as scar tissue, whilst
Low Frequency Magnetotherapy is best absorbed by tissue with a high water
content type and low electrical resistance like muscle land areas of oedema
and phototherapy is most effectively absorbed by the more superficial
vascular tissue types such as the skin and an open wound.
This combination gives an example of how WaivLength is so effective at
helping treating a wound heal possibly after joint or tendon surgery for
example. The physiological effects of ultrasound are almost identical to those
of magneto and phototherapy – the key difference is that ultrasound is better
absorbed in different tissue to the therapeutics – as shown in this diagram.
(Figure 5)
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Figure 5 - Wavelength table
There appears to be a strong similarity in the mechanism of effect of magneto,
photo and ultrasound– all three appear to have their main effect at cell
membrane level, with the resulting ‘up regulation’ of cell behavior being the key
to the therapeutic impact. It is believed the applied energy has little or no effect
on normal cells as `sick' cells respond to lower energy levels than that of
normal cells. High-frequency pulsed magnetic fields are particularly effective
in combating tissue aging with action on collagen; vasodilatation and the
improvement of skin and connective tissue metabolism.
The ultrasonic and photonic technology combined showed to be a great
therapeutic approach in the treatment of hands and knee osteoarthritis,
resulting in relief of pain and increase in joint functional movements. Which
point to its wider application in chronic joint diseases and pot-op rehabilitation.
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Recent studies produced by the Institute of Physics of São Carlos, University of
São Paulo, used a device prototype that simultaneously emitted therapeutic
ultrasound and phototherapy for photobiomodulation therapy. the study found
the combined therapy analgesic and anti-inflammatory effect as well as
enzymatic and mitochondrial modulation produced by the phototherapy
associated with up to the cavitation effect produced by the ultrasound
resulting in higher analgesic and ant inflammatory effect and stabilizing the
cartilage degeneration.
Ultrasound and Phototherapy have also been found to increase the strength of
tendons healing compared to either therapy on its own.
With regards to Magnetotherapy our devices offer a synergistic effect that is
often overlooked and this is that the blending of both high and low frequency
magnetotherapy – the carrier signal with a frequency of several MHz and the
modulation of low frequencies from only a few Hz up to 40 KHz – generates
“harmonics”, which are multiples of the carrier signal frequencies. These
harmonics have the capacity therefore to trigger bioresonance effects in
tissues, helping cells to absorb the energy they need to recharge themselves
and therefore contributing to therapeutic actions in a way and with an
effectiveness that would be difficult to achieve using only LF appliances.
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Combining Treatments
If a client is receiving a treatment from a Sonimed, if the therapist/business
also owns a Soniclife you can take the treatment to the next level by combining
treatments from both devices to offer an enhanced treatment using the
Soniclife adapters to double up on a treatment.
Or using the Soniclife the customer can receive an ultrasound and Magnetic
light treatment for the hands accompanied by the massaging effects of TENS,
A powerful example of this combination would be for the treatment of
Fibromyalgia to the hands through Soniclife whilst also treating the trigger
points of Myalgia in the neck.
One device not discussed in this brochure is our Genesis device. Genesis
features 23 programs for conditions affecting the feet, ankles and lower legs,
with settings tailored to optimise the combination of ultrasound,
magnetotherapy, phototherapy and TENS for each specific pathology. GENESIS
also features universal ultrasound and TENS programs and an adjustable
universal magnetotherapy program and can be equipped with High Frequency
Magnetotherapy accessories and is a great addition for companies for the
Goldstar and added wow factor all three devices can be used simultaneously
with multiple treatments applied to the hands, feet and body simultaneously.

Summary
WaivLength Wellbeing devices are particularly useful for therapists and
clinicians of a wide variety, as highly versatile tools for the treatment of all
types of injuries to the nerves, muscles, joints, cartilage and bones. It can also
be used in conjunction with traditional treatments to optimise their effects. An
incredibly effective example of this is by leveraging the effects of sonophoresis
— the use of ultrasound waves to increase the absorption of topical medicines
and pharmaceutical drugs to boost their effects on the treated area. Patients
can also apply treatments at home, and athletes can use this device to
increase the speed of recovery after workouts and training.
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WaivLength Wellbeing Devices are also useful for beauty
therapists in the application of many types of cosmetic
treatments over the entire body, being particularly effective in
combating many types of skin conditions, reducing cellulite and
applying anti-ageing treatments to the skin. Another massive
benefit of this device for the cosmetic sector is that it can be
used for diffusion — a similar principle to sonophoresis, which
increases the penetration of creams and other topical
applications into the dermis, greatly intensifying the effects of
the products. Please ask your Sales Agent about WaivLength
Beauty.
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Disclaimer
This brochure is provided as an information resource only and is not to be used
or relied on for any diagnostic or other purposes and Steriline Limited accept
no liability relating to the content. Please refer to and follow any manual and
instructions provided with any products bought. Consult a doctor as you
require and follow their instructions.
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Contact Information
Please call us on our freephone number
0800 023 9332
Or email us at
contact@waivlength.com
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